We prove the exponential estimate
Introduction
In this short paper we prove an exponential estimate for the extinction time of a branching random walk on a cube. We treat both the discrete-space and continuous-space models. Time is continuous in both models. A detailed description of them can be found in Section 2.
More specifically, we prove the exponential estimate P {s < τ < ∞} ≤ Ce −qs , s ≥ 0,
where C, q > 0 are some constants and τ is the extinction time. For supercritical spatial random structures, first estimates of this type have probably been obtained for the oriented percolation process in two dimensions, see Durrett [Dur84] ; for the supercritical contact process, see e.g.
Theorem 2.30 in Liggett [Lig99] .
dispersal kernel a. Births outside of some cube B are suppressed, and there are no particles outside B at the beginning.
In the discrete-space case the state space of the process is Z B + , in the continuous-space case it is the collection of finite subsets of B: {η ⊂ B : |η ∩ B| < ∞}. In either case we denote the state space by X .
The heuristic generator is given by LF (η) = x∈η F (η \ {x}) − F (η) + λ x∈η y∈X:x−y∈B a(y − x) F (η ∪ {y}) − F (η) ν(dy), where λ > 0 is the branching rate, F : X → R + is some function from an appropriate domain, X = R d and ν is the Lebesgue measure, or X = Z d and ν is the counting measure. In both cases, y∈X a(y)ν(dy) = 1.
The process can be constructed in the following way. Take a rooted tree E as in Figure 2 .
To a vertex e we assign an independent vector (b e , d e , s e ) with values in R + × R + × X, where
We take b e and d e to be exponentials with parameters λ and 1 respectively, and s e to be distributed according to a. Assume that the particle to which e is assigned is born
Figure 1: Genealogical structure of the process. The first birth occurs at t1, the first death at t2. The newly born at t3 particle is outside B, so it dies instantly, hence the vertical line. There are 3 particles alive at t4.
at time t e at x ∈ X. If d e < b e , the particle dies at time t e + d e , otherwise the particle produces an offspring at time t e + b e . The position of the offspring is s e + x. The offspring is removed instantly if it is born outside B. The initial particle is assigned to the root of the tree. This construction naturally allows us to endow the process with the genealogical structure.
If β is some collection of particles of the BRW alive at time s, we denote by (η s,β t ) t≥0 the process starting from β at s. Clearly, if α ⊂ β, then η s,α t ⊂ η s,β t for all t ≥ s. The process started from a single particle at x ∈ B is denoted by (η 0,x t ) t≥0 . We write (η 0,x t ) as a shorthand for (η 0,x t ) t≥0 , meaning the whole trajectory of the process. We say that the BRW survives on B with positive probability, if there is an x ∈ B such that P {(η 0,x t ) survives} > 0. Note that if the BRW survives on some cube with positive probability, it also does so on a larger cube.
Assumptions and results. Let a (n) be the n-time convolution of a, or the n-step transition function/density. In the discrete-space case we say that a is elliptic if (cf. [BZ09] 
In the continuous-space case we say that a is elliptic if for any y ∈ R d and r > 0,
where B(y, r) is the ball of radius r around y.
We assume that a is continuous (in discrete-space settings it amounts to no assumption) and elliptic. Note that for the survival on a cube we need some kind of ellipticity of a: for example, Theorem 2.1. In the continuous-space case, the BRW survives on B with positive probability provided that B is sufficiently large.
Let τ be the moment of extinction, with convention that τ = ∞ if the process survives.
Assume that B is sufficiently large so that the process survives with positive probability.
For technical reasons, in the continuous-space case we will impose stronger conditions than
be the transition function given bỹ
is the collection of Borel subsets of B.
First, assume that P {(η 0,0 t ) survives} > 0. We further assume that for every r > 0 there exist N ∈ N andδ > 0 such that
and that there is a small ball B(0,r) such that for any y ∈ B(0,r) andδ > 0,
Combining (4) and (5) gives the existence of δ > 0 such that
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.2. Under the above assumptions, (1) holds.
Remark 2.3. Assumption (5) is not very restrictive due to the following observation. Assume that P {(η 0,0 t ) survives} = p B > 0 and let l be the length of an edge of B. Then for a cube B ε with the edge length l + 2ε, ε > 0, and for all y ∈ (−ε, ε) d
Remark 2.4. For the supercritical process on the whole space, Z d or R d , (1) comes down to the corresponding estimate for the Galton-Watson process, since X t := |η t | is a birth-death process with transition rates n → n + 1 at rate λn, n → n − 1 at rate n.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
The idea is to couple a continuous-space supercritical BRW with a discrete-space one and then use the result of [BZ09] . With no loss of generality we assume that the length of an edge of B is a natural number.
For n ∈ N and j = (j 1 , ...,
, where int(B) is the interior of B, we define
Note that a n is elliptic. Since a is continuous, we have
therefore j∈ 1 2 n Z d a n (j) > 1 for sufficiently large n. We will choose such an n ∈ N and couple the given continuous-space BRW (η t ) with discrete-space BRW (η
with kernel a n as follows. Each particle q from (η (n) t ) is associated to a particle s(q) from (η t ), and no particle from (η t ) may have two particles from (η (n) t ) associated to it, so that s : η (n) t → η t is an injection for each t. We consider (η t ) started from one particle at the origin. We let η (n) 0 to have one particle at the origin of 1 2 n Z d , which we associate to the initial particle of (η t ). If a particle s(q) at x gives birth to a new particle at y at a time s, where
, then the associated to the parent particle q at j x gives birth to a new particle at j y with probability an(j y −j x ) a(y−x) , provided that the particle s(q) exists and is alive. We associate the newborn particles to each other. Also, associated particles die simultaneously.
It is clear that |η
t ) survives, then so does (η t ). It remains to note that from [BZ09, Theorem 3.1] we know that (η (n) t ) survives on a sufficiently large finite cube with positive probability.
Proof of Theorem 2.2
We prove Theorem 2.2 concurrently in discrete and continuous settings, because the ideas involved are very similar. We endow our system with the genealogical structure, so that we can talk about ancestors and descendants. Without loss of generality we assume that B is centered at the origin. Furthermore, we assume without loss of generality that in the discrete-space case the random walk on B with the kernel a B is irreducible. Here for x, y ∈ B
Concerning the last assumption, see Remark 4.2.
Lemma 4.1. In the discrete-space case, for any ε > 0 there are T > 0 and M ∈ N such that
where
Proof. The BRW can be considered as a continuous-time Markov chain on B Z + . Since zero state is a trap that can be reached from any state, any finite subset of B Z + is transient. In particular, for any L > 0
Let us choose M so large that
Proceeding further, let us choose L so large that the following is satisfied: for any x ∈ B, process started at 0 from L particles in x has at time 1 at least M particles everywhere on B with probability larger than 1 − ε 4 . Choosing now T so large that
completes the proof.
Remark 4.2. It can be that the random walk with transition function a B is not irreducible on
As an example, let us take d = 1, B = {−2, ..., 2} and a(x) = 1 2 I{|x| = 5} and note that the corresponding BRW survives with positive probability if λ > 2. If this is the case, there is a componentB ⊂ B such that the BRW started from a single particle inB ⊂ B survives with positive probability withinB (that is, with births outsideB being suppressed; in the above exampleB would be {−2, 2}). The above lemma still holds provided that A i is replaced by
Lemma 4.3. In the continuous-space case, for any ε > 0 there are T > 0 and M ∈ N such that
for any η 0 ∈ A M i . Here each of the indices i and j can be either + or −.
Proof. By a similar argument, for any n ∈ N the set {η ⊂ B : |η| = n} is transient in the sense that a.s. it is entered finitely many times only. The counterpart of (9) is
By (6), the probability of survival is separated from 0. We can choose M so large that 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 in the discrete-space case. Let us take M and T so large that Lemma 4.1 is satisfied with 1 − ε = p > p c . Let (u n ) n∈G be a sequence of independent random variables distributed uniformly on [0, 1], independent of everything introduced so far. Denote
Let τ 1 = τ ∧ inf{t : η t ≥ M I A 2 }. Since every particle alive at some time t 0 produces by the time t 0 +1 so many particles as to dominate M I A 1 with positive probability separated from zero, τ 1 is dominated by a geometric random variable and has subexponential tails (see Section 5 for the precise meaning of "subexponential tails"). If the process does not die out at τ 1 , then we build an oriented bond percolation process on G according to the following procedure.
Choose a collection of particles α (0,0) alive at time τ 1 in such a way that S(α (0,0) ) = M I A 2 .
Here S(α (0,0) ) = M I A 2 means that α (0,0) has exactly M particles at every site from A 2 and has no particles outside A 2 . In our construction, S(α (n,m) ) = M I A 2 if m ≡ n mod 4, and 1) is open, then we choose α (1,1) in such a way that S(α (1,1) ) = M I A 2 and that every particle from α (1,1) is an descendant of a particle from α (0,0) (here we consider a particle to be a descendant of itself provided that it is still alive). Similarly, 1) is open, we choose α (−1,1) in such a way that S(α (−1,1) ) = M I A 1 and that every particle from α (−1,1) is an descendant of a particle from α (0,0) . Further proceeding, assume that there is an open path from the origin to (n, m), and a collection α (n,m) of particles alive at
For m ≡ n mod 4, we let (n, m), (n + 1, m + 1) be open if {η is open, we choose α (n±1,m+1) in such a way that each particle from α (n±1,m+1) is a descendant from a particle from α (n,m) and (12) is satisfied.
If there is no open path to (n, m), then α (n,m) is not defined, and we may take (n, m), (n ± 1, m + 1) to be open iff u (n,m),(n±1,m+1) < p.
Thus we get the desired percolation process, in which edges are open independently with probability p, and which is constructed in such a way that percolation implies survival of (η t ) t≥0 .
Let σ 1 be the lifetime of the percolation process. If percolation doesn't occur but the BRW still lives, we start anew and on {τ > τ 1 , σ 1 < ∞} define τ 2 analogously to τ 1 ,
If, after some time, the BRW dies out at some τ i , then we use an independent collection of oriented percolation processes to define σ i until the first time percolation occurs. Let g ∈ N the number of the first percolation process that survives, that is σ g−1 < ∞ and σ g−1 = ∞. Clearly, g has a geometric distribution. A.s. on {τ < ∞} we have
where τ j , σ j have subexponential tails and g has a geometric distribution. It remains to apply two lemmas from Section 5.
Proof of Theorem 2.2 in the continuous-space case. We will use a similar percolation argument to prove Theorem 2.2 in continuous-space settings. Take T > 0 and M ∈ N so large that Lemma 4.3 is satisfied with 1 − ε = p ∈ (p c , 1). Similarly to the discrete-space case, let
− . Letᾱ (0,0) be some collection of particles alive at time 0 and having spatial positions identical to particles from α (0,0) . We declare (0, 0), (−1, 1) to be open if {η
and so on, proceeding exactly as in the discrete-space case. That will yield the desired result.
Remark 4.5. In the proof of Theorem 2.2 we tacitly assumed that the strong Markov property holds at τ 1 , τ 2 , .... We could prove that (η t ) has the strong Markov property, but in this case it is easier to replace τ 1 withτ
where ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling function, and use the fact that the strong Markov property is satisfied for the stopping times which take countably many values only, see e.g. Kallenberg [Kal02, Proposition 8.9] . In a similar way we can replace σ 1 , τ 2 , and so on. The proof needs no further changes.
Subexponential tails
We say that a random variable X has subexponential tails if there are C X , q X > 0 such that P {X ≥ x} ≤ C X e −q X x , x ≥ 0.
Note that Ee θX < ∞ if θ < q X .
Lemma 5.1. Let X and Y be independent random variables with subexponential tails. Then their sum has subexponential tails too.
Proof. P {X + Y ≥ 2z} ≤ P {X ≥ z} + P {Y ≥ z}.
Lemma 5.2. Let X 1 , X 2 , ... be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with subexponential tails, and let g be an independent random variable with a geometric distribution,
where p ∈ (0, 1). Then S = g j=1 X j has subexponential tails.
Proof. By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem there exists θ > 0 such that 
